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The penultimate Scott Pilgrim full-color hardcover edition is here! There are many questions in Scott

Pilgrim's terrible little life. First of all, why did he have to turn twenty-four? Secondly, why do robots

keep trying to kill him? And why is Sex Bob-omb falling apart? Why is Ramona acting so weird? And

finally, why won't these brilliant and deadly Japanese twins leave him alone? Scott Pilgrim will find

the answers to these questions... or die trying!  Featuring exclusive bonus content and previously

unpublished extras you won't find anywhere else in the Universe!
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I've had the book for a day and read it twice. I always wondered if I really needed the color edition of

this series given how fantastic the black and white originals are. Let me tell you Nathan Fairbairn

has gone above and beyond. I love the size of the book, and the color looks fantastic. The stories

are brought to life even more so and are quite pleasing to the eyes. The quality of the paper is top

notch and doesn't show through the pages. Plus there are a ton of gems in the back of the book like

the "making of" and other goodies. Bryan Lee O'Malley writes fantastic characters and I would

highly recommend all of his books. There's a bit of development in Scott and Ramona's, and the

same humor and very human conversations that have always charmed me so. If you're a fan of the

Pilgrim this is a necessity to add to your collection. Now I can't wait until November for the final

edition. TL:DR It's top notch quality, and a must if you loved the original copies.

Only one more to go! The colors in this as all the other editions are carefully and done to perfection.



In other words it looks great. I can not wait for the next and final book to come out and to experience

the full scott pilgrim series in a new light.

[copied from my Goodreads review]Enjoyed this one possibly as much as I did the first volume.

Scott had fewer total idiot moments (although confusing his brother [with a different last name] for

Gideon does rank up there on the Idio-meter) and the full-volume conflict between Scott and the

twins (and their robots) was adventurous.I liked seeing Ramona & Kim interact more, and I wonder

if the ending of the novels is going to be a lot different than the movie... I'm definitely sensing

something that might happen, but I don't know if I'm just imagining it or not. Excited to see how it all

ends in the next volume.(Also, I think the extra content at the back of this volume ranks higher than

most of the other bonus pages, except maybe the first volume)

Do I really have to sell you on this book? If your buying this one, I bet you bought the rest. Buuuuut

it was great, and truly the "Empire Strikes Back" of the series. Promise you won't regret buying this

book.

The Scott Pilgrim series is great everyone knows this. I love the hard cover volumes because they

come with extra bits about the process of making the book including old sketches of the characters.

O'Malley's writing is best in this volume with his portrayal of Kim Pine and the fight with the Twins.

Awesome series, awesome book, mine did come a little dented when I got it but nothing too bad

and nothing that took away from the series.

Well i can say is that it was good and I hope I can read some more of these books and that it is a

good as the other one abstract we can have a lot more than what we could have to read more about

this year and we could have to read some of the same debut of the same debut.

I bought this with a few other of the volumes of the books, they arrived quickly and in perfect

condition. The hardcover/color version of this series is well worth the cost and now my girlfriends

collection is complete after waiting for so long!

This is hands down my favorite comic series of all time. I bought the original B&W editions as they

came out but when they announced these new editions I had to re-buy them. The binding is very

high quality and the extras are a nice bonus. And even if you've seen the movie I still recommend



giving these a read as the later half of the series is much more complex than the rushed ending to

the movie.Unlike the movie in which the Katayanagi Twins just show up for a music battle and are

promptly wiped out, they actually have personally in the book and Scott and Ramona's relationship

is much more fleshed out.
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